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Our Mission. Our Vision.

KARI Foundation’s Statement of Commitment to  
the local Community
KARI Foundation is committed 
to providing quality, sustainable 
services to Aboriginal communities, 
especially in the areas of Aboriginal 
community support programs.

We will continue to seek further 
opportunities to expand our 
programs and service delivery. 

We will continue to develop 
local partnerships with our key 
stakeholders to enhance our 
resources and service delivery. 

We will endeavour to deliver all our 
programs in a culturally appropriate 
manner and promote the ideals of 
self-determination.

The service will conduct itself in a 
professional manner, and deliver 
programs that are of a high standard 
and deliver good outcomes.

This will be achieved by adhering 
to quality policies and procedures, 
good recruitment practices, staff 
support, community involvement, 
maintaining partnerships as  
well as open communication. 

KARI Foundation’s aims  
for the future
KARI Foundation aims to help 
Aboriginal families, youth and 
communities flourish.

KARI Foundation’s  
purpose for the present
KARI Foundation’s purpose is 
to build strength in families 
and services that are available 
to Aboriginal youth and 
communities.
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The KARI Foundation has again raised 
the bar in terms of program delivery 
and Indigenous community support. We 
are now reaching further out into the 
community by providing more innovative 
and essential services for those in need. 
Some of those services include monthly 
food hamper deliveries, local men’s’ 
group support, additional educational 
support programs to name but a few. 
We have also now extended some of 
our programs and services beyond the 
Sydney Metropolitan region to now 
include Regional NSW. 

This year we also delivered another 
successful external KARI Leadership 
Program for Indigenous leaders from 
across both the public and private 
sectors. This program has been 
acclaimed by many of our excellent 
alumni for not only its quality academic 
content but also for its excellent cultural 
content that ensures that the program is 
unique for Indigenous participants.    

I would like to thank all our existing 
partners and all those who had recently 
joined us on our amazing journey. 
Their continued support has allowed 
us to continue the work that we do 
in the space of Indigenous child and 

family support, Indigenous education, 
community scholarships, healthy lifestyle, 
sector leadership, business support and 
Indigenous performing arts.   

In closing, I would like to acknowledge 
the wonderful leadership displayed by 
our CEO, Casey Ralph and our Head of 
Partnerships, Marketing and Fundraising 
Cain Slater. Their leadership has been 
calculated and strategic in its planning 
to ensure the Foundations’ continued 
growth and success. It is this great 
leadership that will guide the Foundation 
in its vison to expand its activities into 
other parts of the Nation by the end of 
2022 and beyond.

Gary Potts 
Chairperson

 
“We are now reaching further into the 
community by providing more innovative 
and essential services for those in need”   

Gary Potts,  
KARI Foundation Chairperson

Chairperson Report
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Board of Management Profiles

Gary, a Wiradjuri man originally from 
Parkes NSW, has spent the majority 
of his days in Campbelltown.  
A proud father, grandfather and a 
devoted husband to his loving wife 
Debbie, Gary has been a leader 
in Aboriginal Affairs since 1992. 
He’s held a number of positions 
on boards and committees in the 
Campbelltown/Liverpool areas and 
is currently employed with the NSW 
Department of Education, where 
he performs a crucial role as an 
Aboriginal Specialist.

Both Gary and Debbie know 
firsthand the trials and tribulations 
that come with being a foster carer; 
they also know the rewards. They 
themselves have been foster carers 
for a number of years.

Gary is honoured to be KARI’s 
Chairperson and is thrilled to see 
the service grow to become a 
leader in the field of Aboriginal 
child protection, prevention and 
community capacity building.

Anne is a descendent of the Yuin 
people south of the coast of NSW 
and is currently residing in the ACT.

Anne has a well-established career 
spanning over 40 years in the 
education and public sectors. 

Anne has always placed an emphasis 
on the health and well-being of 
Aboriginal youth and has been 
instrumental in establishing 
innovative education programs  
that operate on both a local and 
national scale.

Anne resigned in October 2020.

A founding member of KARI 
and former CEO, Paul is a proud 
Aboriginal man with family 
connections from both the North 
Coast and South Coast of NSW.  
For the past 35 years he has lived in 
Gandangara Country, South West 
Sydney.

During his professional career, 
Paul has worked across a number 
of important Aboriginal portfolios 
specific to employment outcomes, 
housing, education and human 
services. Such a position has given 
him the opportunity to visit many 
Aboriginal communities and witness 
firsthand the vast social issues 
affecting Indigenous Australians 
today – as well as the sheer 
resilience of the world’s 
oldest living culture.

Since 1999, Paul has been 
committed to working exclusively 
in the Aboriginal community sector 
and has found this to be the most 
challenging and exciting time of his 
professional career.

Gary Potts 
Chairperson

Paul Ralph 
Director

Anne Martin 
Director
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Board of Management Profiles

Isabelle Phillips, PhD, GAICD, 
she/her is a leadership authority, 
Consulting Partner at Mackerel Sky – 
Leadership Matters and Co-Founder 
of Mindfulness for the Global Village. 
Her consulting work focuses on 
assisting leaders to create spaces 
for workforce populations to flourish 
and thrive. 

Isabelle has a powerful track 
record actively supporting talent 
and leadership in Australia, New 
Zealand, Singapore and China. 
She also brings the business case 
for diversity and inclusion to her 
public sector and multi-national 
client base. Clients gain diversity 
dividends, recognise unconscious 
bias, and strategically position their 
enterprises to succeed in the global 
village.

Isabelle’s research investigates the 
fascinating neurobiological drivers 
of workplace performance, wellness 
and sustainability in tumultuous 
times. Isabelle has enjoyed her 
work in the positive psychology 
team at the UTS business school 
for the past six years. Isabelle is a 
seasoned learning and development 
professional and sought-after 
leadership coach. 

Isabelle Phillips 
Director

Casey is a proud Aboriginal woman 
with connections to the North and 
South Coasts of NSW. She has 
spent the majority of her life living 
on Gandangara Country in South 
Western Sydney.

Casey started her career working in 
education and in 2005 transitioned 
to working within the community 
welfare sector. She is now the 
current CEO of both KARI Ltd and 
KARI Foundation Ltd.

Casey is passionate about ensuring 
that Aboriginal children, families 
and communities have every 
opportunity afforded to them and 
is committed to designing and 
implementing innovative programs 
that empower, support and enhance 
skill development.

Casey Ralph 
CEO

Stephen is an Aboriginal man from 
the Yuin Nation on the South Coast 
of NSW however grew up in the 
Aboriginal community of  
La Perouse. Stephen is the Manager 
of Nunyara Aboriginal Health Unit 
for the Central Coast Local Health 
District; has a 20 year background 
in Aboriginal Drug and Alcohol 
work and was inducted into the 
National Indigenous Drug and 
Alcohol Honour Roll in 2012 at the 
National Indigenous Drug Alcohol 
conference in Fremantle. He was 
awarded the First Peoples award at 
the Australasian Professional Society 
on Alcohol and other Drugs (APSAD) 
conference in Brisbane in 2013.

Stephen is a member of the NSW 
Health Aboriginal Directors and 
Managers Strategic Leadership 
Group and previously lectured 
at Sydney University as an 
Adjunct lecturer. Stephen has 
also co-authored a handbook for 
Aboriginal Alcohol and Drug Work 
and is an Associate Investigator with 
the Centre of Research Excellence 
Indigenous Health and Alcohol 
Research.

Stephen Ella 
Director
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KARI Ambassadors

Ray Hadley 
OAM

Ray Hadley works tirelessly to bring 
his listeners an informative and 
entertaining Morning Show from 
Monday to Friday. He has rated 
number one in Sydney since 2004, 
and is now heard every weekday 
morning on 4BC in Brisbane and 
dozens of network stations right 
across Australia. 

On Saturdays, during the National 
Rugby League season, his 
Continuous Call Team remains 
unbeaten since 1992, and has 
continued to dominate the ratings 
since joining 2GB in 2002. 

Ray has won 30 Australian 
Commercial Radio Awards (ACRAs), 
recognising everything from his 
sports presenting skills – including 
National Rugby League Grand Finals 
and the Olympics to his ongoing 
success commenting on news and 
current affairs to a national audience. 
In 2017 he was inducted to the 
ACRA Hall of Fame. Ray is the most 
awarded broadcaster in the history 
of the ACRAs.

Laurie Daley

Laurie Daley officially signed with 
KARI as a Community Ambassador 
in 2018. Laurie Daley will not only 
help promote the Foundation’s 
positive work, he will also promote 
Indigenous excellence at a national 
level. Laurie’s values and behaviour 
align with everything that KARI Ltd 
and the KARI Foundation stand for. 

He demonstrated this throughout 
his rugby league career, which has 
continued in his career in the media 
and coaching following  
his retirement.

Luke Carroll

Luke Carroll is a seasoned theatre, 
film and television performer. Recent 
television projects include the 
Upright for Foxtel and Total Control 
for ABC.

On stage recent projects include 
1Black Cockatoo for Ensemble 
Theatre; Black is the New White, 
The Harp in the South, The Hanging, 
The Battle of Waterloo and Cherry 
Pickers for STC; Black Diggers and 
Mother Courage and her Children 
for QTC, Eora Crossing for The 
Sydney Festival, Purple Dreams and 
My Girragundji for Bell Shakespeare 
and for STC.

Luke has a strong track record 
on screen; he was a nominee for 
the 2012 AACTA Award for ‘Best 
Guest or Supporting Actor in a TV 
Drama’ for his work on Redfern 
Now, nominated twice for AFI 
Awards for ‘Best Supporting Actor’ 
for Australian Rules and ‘Best 
Supporting Actor’ in a TV series for 
R.A.N.

Luke’s other film credits include 
Strangerland, Needle, Stone Bros, 
Subdivision, The Tender Hook and 
Children of the Revolution. For 
television, Luke’s credits include The 
Gods of Wheat Street, Redfern Now, 
Home and Away, R.A.N, The Alice, 
Stingers, All  Saints, Water Rats, 
Heartbreak High, Man from Snowy 
River and The Flying Doctors. Luke 
has been a very proud member of 
the Playschool team for 10 years. 
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KARI Foundation Ltd Services

Partnership exploration Prevention

Where possible, we will seek opportunities 
to develop key relationships with a variety 
of corporates, agencies, funding bodies 
or groups in an effort to provide better 

outcomes for our clients and community.

Our prevention services target Aboriginal 
youth, families, groups and communities. 

This is done through programs and 
initiatives that are culturally appropriate and 

build capacity in individuals, families and 
communities.

Aboriginal  
advocacy

Promoting 
community 
and cultural 
awareness

Community 
Programs 
initiatives

We continue to provide 
an advocacy support 

role to our community to 
ensure they are assisted 

in an appropriate 
manner.

We will advocate in a 
positive and professional 
manner on any matters  

or issues relevant to 
improving outcomes for 

Aboriginal people.

Where appropriate, we 
will ensure that cultural 
awareness is prevalent 

within our service model.

We will always proudly 
promote local Indigenous 
culture, history and values 
through the coordination 

and participation of 
community events.

 Our community  
programs target 
Aboriginal youth, 

families, groups and 
businesses. 
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Service Structure
KARI Foundation Board Management

KARI Foundation Team

KARI Foundation Programs

Networking Funding Program 
Management

Systems and  
Infrastructure
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Our Values and Standards

Courtesy and 
respect Fairness Clarity

Your views and needs are 
important to us and in 

return, you can expect our 
respect, professionalism, 

objectivity and 
confidentiality. You 
will be assisted by a 

polite, responsive and 
knowledgeable employee.

Our services will be 
objective, irrespective of 
the role you play in the 

service’s activities. This is 
also regardless of culture, 
race, colour, origin, sex, 
religion, age, disability, 

political beliefs and marital 
or familial status.

We will clearly explain 
to you what we do, 

how our programs work 
and who to contact for 
further assistance. If our 
information is unclear, 

tell us so we can make it 
clearer for you.

Accessibility Responsiveness Advocacy

We are available to serve 
you and talk to individuals 
and organisations about 

our programs. Just contact 
us by phone, email, fax or 
our social media pages.

We will continue to seek 
your views, attempt to 

address your needs and 
take action based on them 
where appropriate. If you 
are not satisfied with any 

aspect of our service, 
programs or initiatives, tell 

us so we can continue  
to improve.

We will always endeavour 
to advocate on behalf of 

the Aboriginal community 
where appropriate and 
possible. Our advocacy 

will ensure that Aboriginal 
views, concerns and 

feelings are heard and 
acknowledged.



KARI Foundation believes that culture can drive change. As Aboriginal 
people, we know just how important it is to create a connection to 
one’s identity and country – we embrace it, knowing that together 
they form the foundations of belonging. While we are all on our own 
personal journey, a communal approach is needed to achieve this goal.

The core objective of the KARI Foundations Cultural Programming is 
to establish practices that are both socially and culturally inclusive for 
all to enjoy.  Our aim is to see a more reconciled Australia, so we offer 
a suite of program opportunities to strengthen relationships between 
Aboriginal peoples and non-Indigenous peoples whilst showcasing 
the excellence that exists both historically and presently in Aboriginal 
people and culture.
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Culture



Cultural Unit Statistics

180
Children participated 
in Cultural Vacation 
Care activities

50
Young people 
attended the Young 
Leaders Program

24
Young people attended 
the annual interstate 
Young Leaders Trip

100
Children 
attended a 
Cultural Camp

Cultural Vacation Care
The team delivered a number of 
exciting and engaging Vacation Care 
programs this year. These programs 
are delivered in the school holidays 
and offer cultural immersions across a 
number of learning areas. 

This year over 180 children had 
the opportunity to participate in a 
program. Each program runs for 
three concurrent days and teaches 
theory and practical components. 

Celebrated Aboriginal Artist Danielle 
Mate delivered an art program 
and each participant developed 
a beautiful piece of art and an 
accompanying story. Our female 
CLO’s ran a weaving program 
and taught our young women this 
intricate skill. Renowned dancer and 
choreographer Darren Compton of 
Muggera Dancers delivered a cultural 
dance workshop that was loved by all 
who attended. 

In an amazing testament to the 
passion and resolve of the Cultural 
Unit, our September 2021 Vacation 
Care programs went virtual due to 
the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

CLO’s dropped resources to each 
young person’s door and vacation 
care was delivered to participants 
over an online Zoom link. Each 
child in the Digeridoo workshop 
crafted their own Digeridoo from raw 
materials and learnt basic playing 
and breathing techniques. Female 
participants in the weaving group 
completed their own piece over 
several days under the watchful 
tuition of the CLO’s. In addition to 
this the Cultural Unit provided a 
movie night which was delivered 
via zoom on three consecutive 
nights where our young people 
watched Storm Boy, Satellite Boy and 
Kangaroo Jack.

LIVERPOOLLIVERPOOL
VACATION
CARE

TAKING  
EXPRESSIONS 
OF INTEREST!

...ABORIGINAL DANCE PROGRAM...
DARREN & THE MUGGERA DANCERS  

are renowned for their first class performances. Muggera Dancers, an Indigenous 
dance troupe which specialises in both traditional indigenous and hip-hop dance is 

led by the expertise of Move It Mob Style host Darren Compton. 

Muggera’s goal is to help young kids in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander 
communities reclaim their culture and build confidence.

...THE IMPORTANT STUFF...
DATES LOCATION RSVP

Available to children in KARI OOHC,  
8 years of age and above.

To register your interest please go to: https://www.kari.org.au/cultural-unit-
expressions-of-interest-october-vacation-care-penrith/

6th, 7th & 8th  
APRIL 2021

Orangegrove Community 
Centre, Violet Ave, Liverpool

29th March  
walter.mumbler@kari.org.au

Danielle
Mate
ART PROGRAM

PENRITH VACATION CARE

NOW TAKING EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

Where:  
Claremont Meadows  
Community Centre

Available for children on KARI OOHC 8 years of age and above.
To register: https://www.kari.org.au/penrith-art-program/

KARI Ltd
Level 3, 131-135 George Street  
Liverpool NSW 2170   

artists!
aged 8-17

Calling ALL
Junior

artists!
aged 8-17

Calling ALL
Junior
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-1

7
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 ALL
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orDanielle Mate is a local Aboriginal artist 
who has held exhibitions all over the 
world with U. S President Barack Obama and TV 
talk show host Ellen DeGeneres owning some of her 
prize winning work.
Here at home, Danielle facilitates workshops for all artistic levels 
and has worked with a variety of age groups from adults to primary 
school age students.

In this series of workshops your child will learn to build confidence 
in their own artistic abilities and explore painting using a variety of 
techniques and styles, both contemporary and traditional.

Date and Time:  6th, 7th and 8th April 2021
Registration of Interest closes: 29th 
March 2021
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KARI’s Cultural Unit delivered a blockbuster suite of programs across 2020/21. Despite significant challenges 
with the COVID-19 outbreak, this team again ensured all of our children maintained and developed strong 
connections to their cultural roots.  

The Cultural Liaison Officers (CLO’s) completed annual Cultural Care Plans for each child across our programs. These 
plans are an ongoing document that detail and promote staged cultural learning. The culmination of these plans is 
strong and proud Aboriginal young people with a clear understanding of their journey and connections. 
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Young Leaders Therapeutic Camps
The KARI Young Leaders program 
is aimed at youth between the 
ages of 14-18 years of age who 
have shown qualities of strong 
leadership potential. Young people 
are nominated by the Cultural Unit 
team, based on behaviour and 
engagement in our various vacation 
care and annual programming 
and have the opportunity to have 
ongoing participation in gender 
specific camps and programs. 

The program aims to increase the 
self-esteem, confidence, emotional 
and spiritual wellbeing of our Young 
Leaders to assist them to become 
strong, balanced individuals who will 
create strong families and positive 
pathways for future generations.

This year the Young Leaders 
embarked on a number of camps to 
significant destinations all across the 
state. The groups visited a number 
of places including; Murrook Cultural 
Centre on Worimi country, quad 
biking and foraging in the dunes, 
as well as Nambucca Heads on 
Gumbaynggirr country, where time 
was spent fishing and learning some 
very valuable cultural lessons by a 
number of elders.

Most excitingly, a select group of 
young people from the program 
who showed exemplary respect and 
engagement were chosen for our 
annual interstate Young Leaders trip. 

A group of 24 young males and 
females travelled to Darwin for 
a week of cultural learning and 
experiences. The group participated 
in a crocodile tour and wetlands 
exploration outside Darwin. The 
group then travelled to Pudakul 
Cultural area where they had the 
opportunity to be welcomed onto 
country by traditional custodians. 
There was an opportunity to spend 
time learning about plants, food, 
medicines and spending time with 
the community. As a highlight of the 
trip, the Young Leaders spent the day 
exploring Litchfield National Park and 
spent time swimming in breathtaking 
watering holes and pools. 

The Young Leaders Program has 
continued to grow and this year 
serviced more than 50 young people. 
Each month the group catch up 
with the CLO’s and participate in a 
specialised program consisting of 
rapport building, cultural learning 
and recreational activities. 

Monthly programs have included 
sessions with Aboriginal Artists 
and Musicians, a professional dress 
and presentation workshop for job 
interviews, ‘Love Bites’ Respectful 
Relationships and Sexual Health 
program, rock-climbing, boxing and 
trips to bowling and National Rugby 
League (NRL) matches. The rapport 
built between the Young Leaders 
cohort and our CLO’s is something 
we are immensely proud of at KARI. 
We have every confidence these 
young people will be strong role 
models for future generations.

Cultural Camps
Our Cultural Camps remain the 
highlight of the program calendar for 
many of our young people.  

Across 2020/21 the team delivered 
two action packed Cultural Camps at 
Chittick Lodge on Dharawal country 
in Gerringong. Camp programs ran 
across three days and more than 
95 children had an opportunity to 
make new friends and broaden 
their cultural knowledge and 
understanding. 

Local elders Uncle Noel and Trish 
Butler delivered an immense amount 
of knowledge over the course 
of the program; including spear 
making workshops for the males and 
jewellery weaving for the females. 

Children also participated in art and 
dance programs along with a number 
of Traditional Indigenous Games and 
sports. 

A highlight this year was boarding 
the Dolphin cruise in Huskisson 
where the focus was learning about 
the importance of totems and the 
responsibility of taking care of the 
environments in which our totems 
occupy.

CONGRATULATIONS

leaders
darwin
trip

interstate

young      

Our vision is to break the cycle of Indigenous disadvantage by targeting 
our Young Leaders and reconnecting them to their true identity, dealing 

with the underlying issues they face and equipping them with the 
necessary tools to make strong choices.

We aim to increase the self-esteem, confidence, emotional and  
spiritual wellbeing of our Young Leaders to assist them to become  

strong, balanced individuals who will create strong families and positive 
pathways for future generations. This is achievable through engaging in the 

many workshops and life skills during this trip.

Activities include
• Adelaide River Jumping Croc Tour 

• Local Aboriginal Cultural Tour and Workshop
• Barramundi fishing and visit the famous Litchfield National Park

TO REGISTER: go to https://www.kari.org.au/young-leaders-darwin-trip/

YOUR INVITATION TO THIS TRIP IS BASED ON YOUR ONGOING 
COMMITMENT TO THE KARI YOUNG LEADERS PROGRAM.
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Community Cultural Camp
The KARI Foundation 
Community Cultural Camp is 
an opportunity for Aboriginal 
young people aged 10 to 18 
years and living in our broader 
communities, to experience their 
culture firsthand. 

The camp aims to provide young 
people with a variety of activities 
that focus on cultural awareness 
and strengthening their cultural 
identity. 

The 2021 3-day camp facilitated 
by Aboriginal Cultural 
Ambassador Uncle Dean Kelly, 
was held at Garrawarra Farm, 
Sydney Royal National Park.  

This was the first time this style 
of camp was  delivered to young 
people accessing our broader 
Community Programs, giving 
young people an opportunity 
to experience outdoor camping 
in a swag and cooking on an 
open campfire. This was a first 
for many participants and one 
that feedback suggested they 
thoroughly enjoyed. 

During the camp, participants 
also experienced: 

• Traditional Cultural 
Ceremonies 
•  Visiting Culturally Significant 

Site Visits 
•  Daily Camp Fire Yarning and 

Reflections
•  Swimming in Fresh 

Waterholes and Waterfalls 
• Bush Walking 
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Education
KARI’s Aboriginal community programs  
are an integral part of what we do best.  
Our holistic approach to service delivery 
provides Aboriginal children, youth, families, 
and community every opportunity to flourish.

We deliver activities and events that are 
educative, supportive, develop a connection 
to community and culture and provide those 
participating with a sense of belonging.
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HSBC Partnership 
HSBC continues to be an industry 
leader in terms of their commitment 
to our ongoing partnership and 
programs. 2020/21 continued the 
success of a number of our flagship 
education programs as well as 
the implementation of some new 
initiatives.

As a proud partner of HSBC’s 
Reconciliation Action Plan, KARI 
Foundation were honoured to be a 
part of HSBC’s virtual customer event 
in partnership with the Queensland 
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art 
(QAGOMA.) The event included an 
exploration of renowned community 
artist ‘Mavis Ngallametta: Show Me 
the Way to Go Home’ exhibition 
led by Katina Davidson, Acting 
Curator of Indigenous Australian 
Art, QAGOMA. Followed by a 
conversation about HSBC’s Innovate 
Reconciliation Action Plan.

Cultural Unit Manager Troy Dargan 
and Project Officer, Walter Mumbler 
were invited to speak to HSBC 
customers on the importance of 
KARI’s Cultural Unit programs for 
Out of Home Care youth, ensuring 
they have a connection with culture 
and returning to country. They 
spoke about the role traditional and 
modern Aboriginal art and artefacts 
play with Aboriginal peoples’ 
connection to country. 

KARI’s Cultural Unit prides itself 
on providing appropriate Cultural 
Care Plans to Out of Home Care 
youth, allowing young people to 
feel connected to their culture and 
community no matter where they are 
placed. 

Walter, who has transitioned from 
KARI’s Out of Home Care into 
full time employment within KARI 
Foundation, shared his personal 
and cultural journey and how KARIs 
programs have shaped his future to 
now be working within the Cultural 
Unit team.

KARI Singers Director Blake Ralph 
and member Joshua Kalaw provided 
virtual entertainment for the event, 
performing an acoustic rendition of 
Yothu Yindi’s ‘Djapana’.

Overall, the experience was a success 
and very well received by all who 
attended in what has become the 
norm in terms of how we connect 
during the covid pandemic. 

University
TAFE

Employment
Apprenticeships

HSBC Year 12 Results
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HSBC LEAD 
Scholarship Program
During the past 12 months  
KARI Foundation and HSBC have 
continued our partnership providing 
both monetary and mentor support 
to Aboriginal youth in both the HSBC 
LEAD and Scholarship programs.

LEAD Program 
Fundamentals 
LEAD Workshop 1

•  Introduction to LEAD Program 
and meet your mentors - Beau 
Champion and Sarah Bertram.

•  What is a goal and where do I 
start?

•  SMART (Specific, Measurable, 
Attainable, Relevant, Time-based) 
Goals - How to apply these criteria 
to your goal setting.

•  Setting Term 2 Goals - Each 
student will set 3 Educational 
goals and 1 personal goal.

LEAD Workshop 2

•  Time Management - Finding a 
Balance between study, work and 
down time.

•  Developing an effective study 
plan.

•  Review SMART goals. 
•  Check in on Term 2 Goals - How 

did you go? Were these achieved?
•  Setting Term 3 Goals - Educational 

and Personal.

LEAD Workshop 3

•  What is Leadership?
•  What are the barriers to 

Leadership?
•  Peer Pressure - What is this and 

have you experienced it?
•  Developing your Leadership Skills
•  Aboriginal Leaders and Role 

Models – Who are your role 
models?

•  Check in on Term 3 goals - How 
did you go? Were these achieved?

•  Setting Term 4 Goals - Educational 
and Personal.

KARI Foundation would like to 
thank the following schools for 
supporting these programs to 
ensure their students have access 
to important skills for their future;

•  Good Samaritan Catholic College 
•  Westfields Sports High School 
•  Camden High School 
•  Bonnyrigg High School 
•  Picton High School 
•  Elizabeth Macarthur High School 
•  Sarah Redfern High School 
•  Campbelltown Performing Arts 

High School 
•  Bossley Park High School

Student Workshops
KARI LEAD
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Case Studies
Alexis  
 Campbelltown Performing  
Arts High School 

Alexis is currently studying 
Nursing at University. She will 
complete this course in 2024. 
Alexis is also working part-time 
at an OOSH (Out of School 
Hours) childcare centre located 
at Greenway Park Public School. 
Alexis stated that she is really 
enjoying work and her studies and 
when she completes her course 
she hopes to secure full-time work 
as a nurse at a hospital in the 
Emergency Department. 

Amber  
Hoxton Park  
High School

 Amber is currently studying 
a Bachelor of Social Work at 
Western Sydney University. She 
is on campus 2 -3 days per week. 
This course duration is 4 years, 
Amber is enjoying her studies, at 
the moment Amber isn’t looking 
for work preferring to focus on her 
studies.

Kiara  
Elizabeth Macarthur  
High School 

Kiara is currently enrolled in a 
Bachelor of Education (Primary) 
at Western Sydney University, 
Campbelltown Campus. This is 
a 4-year course. Kiara hopes to 
be placed in a school as soon as 
she finishes her studies as she 
is excited to become a teacher. 
Kiara is currently also employed  
casually at Inflatable World in  
Smeaton Grange.

The program has also supported 86 students complete year 11 and  
commence their HSC.



Sydney University Campus Visit 
In our continued partnership with 
HSBC, KARI Foundation was invited 
by Sydney University to engage year 
12 Aboriginal students in the Ngara 
Future Friday Program. This program 
offers the following to attending 
young people on the day; 

•  Sydney University Campus Visit 
•  HSC Bootcamp 
•  Alternative Entry Pathway 

Programs 
•  Scholarship Opportunities 
•  ‘Your Dreaming Journey’ - 

Personal Pathway to University 
•  Student Q&A Panel 
•  Meet Student Ambassadors 
•  Tour of the Aboriginal Gadigal 

Centre 
•  ‘Creating Opportunities’ – Sports 

Activity 

This presented a great opportunity 
for KARI Foundation’s year 12 
scholarship students to experience 
a day in the life of a University 
student and to explore their tertiary 
education options post their Higher 
School Certificate. We were able 
to invite 33 scholarship students 
from 6 schools to participate in this 
program. 

A highlight of the day for the 
participants was the tour of the 
Gadigal Centre. This was a great 
opportunity for students to meet 
current University students who had 
previously completed the Alternative 
Entry Pathway Program.

The student ambassadors were able 
to share their personal journey on 
how they got to University. This left 
the participants quite motivated as 
hearing these stories resonated with 
each of them and encouraged them 
to think about their own journey to 
University. The scholarship students 
were quite nervous and unsure on 
what to expect from this program. 
After a full day of workshops and 
hands-on activities the student’s 
attitudes towards attending 
University had changed and they all 
felt that this program was greatly 
beneficial.

“When Miss La Rosa told me about 
KARI inviting us to this program I 

honestly didn’t think this day would 
benefit me because I wasn’t sure if I 

was going to go to University.  
 

It ended up being a really great day 
and I loved being able to talk to the 
ambassadors because they were in 
a similar situation to me. I am now 

considering going to University as it 
doesn’t seem so bad after all.”

Katelin Brown Year 12 
Scholarship Student
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KARI Foundation
Level 2,12 Dawn Fraser Avenue 
Olympic Park NSW 2127 

P: 02 8782 0300   F: 02 8782 0353   
E: sarah.bertram@kari.org.au

Contact Sarah Bertram in the Community Programs Team at KARI for more information on (02) 8782 0300 or 
at sarah.bertram@kari.org.au by Friday 18 June 2021

Meet your OPTUS 
mentors & visit the 
OPTUS Campus!
 Start Time: 10am
Location:  OPTUS Campus,  

1 Lyonpark Road,  
Macquarie Park NSW 2113

KARI x OPTUS Year 10 Scholarship Holders & StaffOptus Scholarship 
Program 
As it did in much of 2020, the 
covid pandemic continued to affect 
our ability to provide our OPTUS 
Scholarship holders with the hands 
on experience and opportunities we 
have worked so closely in partnership 
to provide.

This year our 20 Scholarship students 
received primarily remote assistance 
from the team, including access to 
the OPTUS Donate Your Data (DYD) 
Program, due to the challenges 
various lockdowns and restrictions 
produced from both an OPTUS and 
KARI Foundation perspective.

Donate Your Data (DYD)
The ongoing complications 
of COVID-19 meant that our 
partnership with Optus and the 
Donate Your Data (DYD) program 
became increasingly important for 
our community.

Together Optus and the KARI 
Foundation ensured our young 
people were able to continue their 
education and schooling offline. 
The DYD program is stopping the 
digital divide; ensuring students 
who require technology at home 
are able to succeed and stay 
connected. 

“A lot of people when they think 
of disadvantaged people think 
about food to eat and clothes to 
wear, but people being cut off 
from access to communications 
and internet is as real of a problem 
to solve,” Optus CEO Kelly Bayer 
Rosmarin

Optus customers need to be 
congratulated! Over 40,000GB of 
data has already been donated 
since the program launched, 
benefitting more than 13,000 
young Australians.

“Home schooling has 
been hard and with our 

internet connection 
there was no way our 
boys could be on the 

wifi at the same time, 
thanks to the KARI 

Foundation and Optus 
we were able to get the 

boys a plan each and 
they stayed connected 
to school friends and 

family. Thank you” 

Sally, mother of three.
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Case Studies
Takio Vakauta  
Bonnyrigg High School 

Takio is currently in year 10 and 
highlights his favourite subject 
at school as being PDHPE. He is 
passionate about sport, particularly 
NRL and touch football. Takio would 
like to work towards a career in the 
NRL as a professional player or NRL 
support staff. 

Chloie Hickey  
Bonnyrigg High School 

Chloie prides herself on being very 
creative and artistic often showcasing 
this through her poetry and short 
stories. She loves all forms of art 
particularly painting. Chloie also 
enjoys most sports like soccer, netball 
and croquet. Post HSC she would like 
to pursue a career in journalism and 
is eager to attend University to assist 
her on this journey. 

Montanna Pike  
Campbelltown Performing  
Arts High School 

Montanna is a student who is quite 
sporty, she loves netball and Oztag. 
She is passionate about becoming 
a school teacher post her HSC. 
She expresses interest in attending 
University to further her education 
and achieve her career goals. 

Blaze Taylor  
Campbelltown Performing  
Arts High School 

Blaze is passionate and highly 
focused on pursuing a career in the 
NSW Police Force. He expresses 
interest in attending Charles Sturt 
University to achieve a certificate in 
Workforce Essentials which will assist 
him on his journey. Blaze enjoys 
swimming, playing and watching 
football, gaming, reading and 
listening to music. 

Alisha McKinnon  
Campbelltown Performing  
Arts High School 

Alisha is a year 10 student who is 
passionate about helping others and 
hopes to use this quality to assist her 
in achieving a career in either youth 
work or counselling. Her hobbies 
include; boxing, going to the gym, 
swimming and camping. As well 
as spending time with friends she 
enjoys her part time job at KFC. 

Astrid Graham  
Campbelltown Performing  
Arts High School 

Astrid is highly passionate about 
helping others. She is very proud 
of her non-for-profit charity called 
‘Help Astrid Pay It Forward’ where 
she makes care packages for less 
fortunate families and visits nursing 
homes. After high school she would 
like to make her charity bigger and 
turn it into a successful business. 
Astrid is a competitive dancer, loves 
to go on bush walks and enjoys 
looking after her little sister. 

Khya Bennett  
Ashcroft High School 

Khya enjoys watching movies, 
listening to music and looking after 
her nephew. She is passionate 
about working with animals and has 
expressed interest in attending TAFE 
NSW post HSC to complete a Vet 
Nurse course. 

Brandon Gardiner  
Ashcroft High School 

Brandon is happiest when he is 
playing basketball and football with 
friends. He shows a high interest in 
the construction industry and would 
like to complete an apprenticeship 
through TAFE NSW post HSC. 
Physical activity and sports studies 
is his highest achieving subject at 
school. 

Dean Cimera  
Ashcroft High School 

Dean is a hard-working student who 
applies himself in all areas of his 
school subjects. He was unsure on 
what career path to take but he has 
been motivated to work hard and 
aspires to be a lawyer. To purse this 
dream, he has expressed an interest 
in attending University post his HSC. 

Matt Scott  
Ashcroft High School 

Matt comes from a large family 
and enjoys spending time with his 
foster brothers and playing rugby 
league. He has been a long-term 
fan of the South Sydney Rabbitohs. 
Matt is determined to work hard 
at school to have the opportunity 
to attend University for mechanical 
engineering. 

MACE 
Foundation 

Family Legacy

We would also like 
to thank the MACE 

Foundation for their 
continued support 
of Aboriginal young 
people across our 
educational and 

scholarship programs.
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Transition to High School Backpacks 
Since the program’s inception 
in 2015, we have made the 
commitment that 1, free, school 
essentials back pack would be 
afforded to every Aboriginal child 
entering Year 7 the following 
schooling year, meeting the 
requirements that they were 
registered in a Public Education 
School and living in the South West 
Sydney or Western Sydney regions. 
The program aim has always been 
to assist families and students make 
the transition from Year 6 to Year 7 
successfully. 

The backpack has been designed 
to be culturally appropriate for the 
targeted students by way of using 
Aboriginal artwork in the overall 
design by artist Danielle Mate. It 
also encourages pride in culture and 
helps to alleviate the financial stress 
on families involved in sending their 
child to High School.

Since the beginning of 
this program we have 

worked closely with the 
NSW Department of 

Education, Public Schools 
NSW Aboriginal Education 
team to ensure that every 

eligible student would have 
the opportunity to receive 

a pack. 

We were able to extend this program 
in 2020 to students in Western 
Sydney and had to get creative with 
how we distributed the packs, due 
to the ongoing complications of the 
covid pandemic. 

The Community Programs team 
delivered all allocated Western 
Sydney packs to the Nirimba State 
Office who then visited schools 
individually to ensure students in 
their region received their pack. 

The following schools received packs 
for the pilot year:

• Bennett Road PS
• Bidwill PS
• Blackett PS
• Blackwell PS
• Braddock PS
• Cambridge Gardens PS
• Cambridge Park PS
• Claremont Meadows PS
• Colyton PS
• Dawson PS
• Emerton PS
• Glenbrook PS
• Glenmore Park PS
• Hassall Grove PS
• Hebersham PS
• Henry Fulton PS
• James Erskine PS
• Jamisontown PS
• Kingswood Park PS
• Kingswood PS
• Kingswood South PS
• Leonay PS
• Lethbridge Park PS
• Llandilo PS
• Noumea PS
• Oxley Park PS
• Penrith PS
• Regentville PS
• Ropes Crossing PS
• Samuel Terry PS
• Tregear PS
• Werrington County PS
• Whalan PS
• Willmot PS
• York PS

To ensure these resources were still 
accessible by the South West Sydney 
community, a number of collection 
points were set up across the 
region to allow schools and parents 
the opportunity to pick up their 
backpack. Community Programs staff 
attended collection days at:

• Alex Park PS
• Matraville HS
• Bargo PS
• Briar Rd PS
• Ashcroft HS

The KARI Liverpool office was also an 
available location during the course 
of the collection period. 

This program continues to 
be popular with parents 

and students, as a result, 
we were able to double 

the amount of backpacks 
distributed across both 
locations, with a total of 
711 backpacks provided. 
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Visual ArtDiary
Visual Art 
Diary

MATHS
ATTHHTH

MAMMMMAAMAAMA
S

MATHS

Maths
Book

Custom 
Pencil Case

Maths 
Protractor 
Set

Music
Music 
Book

Scientific 
Calculator

5 x Exercise 
Books

Custom Backpack

Total number 
distributed 
for 2020:  

711
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Aboriginal Student Achievement Awards 2020
The South West Sydney (SWS) 
Aboriginal Student Achievement 
Awards is an annual event that 
acknowledges the achievements of 
Aboriginal students and contributions 
by Aboriginal community members 
to Aboriginal Education in the SWS 
region. Recipients of these awards 
are nominated by their teachers in a 
range of categories including;

• Culture, courage and commitment
• Literacy
• Numeracy
• Sporting Achievements
• Attendance
•  Leadership, citizenship and 

community services
• Creative and Performing Arts
• Community Acknowledgement

KARI Foundation provides 
sponsorship by awarding the KARI All 
Rounder Initiative Award. The award 
is given to one student from grades 
K-12 and consists of a certificate, 
medal and a small gift. Selected 
students must display achievements 
in all facets of their learning in 
line with the overall nomination 
categories to be considered an 
‘all-rounder’. Gifts for 2020 were as 
follows:

 K-6:    A book pack to the  
value of $100.00

7-12:   A gift voucher to the  
value of $100.00

The 2020 event was scheduled to 
occur on Monday 16th November 
2020, at Oran Park High School, 
however due to ongoing challenges 
presented by covid, the official 
awards ceremony did not take place.

Community Programs staff contacted 
each of the nominating teachers 
to inform them of the winner from 
their school and delivered their prize 
packs individually to ensure students 
were rewarded for their efforts.

The KARI All Rounder Initiative 

Awards from the South West Sydney 
Aboriginal Student Achievement 
Awards 2020 were:

Kindy   Charlie Stojanovic  
Cecil Hills P.S

Yr 1   Kadala Hill 
Campbelltown East P.S

Yr 2   Mindy Hyslop 
Campelltown North P.S

Yr 3   Abbey Mitchell 
Thomas Acres P.S

Yr 4   Charlie Lewis 
Currans Hill P.S

Yr 5   Aaliyah Jawie-Cambey 
Campbellfield P.S

Yr 6   Charles Barrington 
The Grange P.S

Yr 7   Monique Galla-Laine  
Campbelltown Performing  
Arts H.S

Yr 9   Jack Goonan 
Thomas Reddall H.S

Yr 10  Dante Brex 
East Hills Boys H.S

Yr 10  Jalil White 
Airds H.S

Yr 11  Briannan Eggert 
Elderslie H.S

Yr 12  Shaun Hill 
Fairvale H.S

We also commit $250.00 in the form 
of an art supply pack or Eckersley’s 
gift card (dependant on age) to 
the winner of the SWS Region art 
competition. The purpose of this 
competition is to design a logo/
theme for the awards invitation and 
programmes. 

Although the event did not go 
ahead, this year’s winner was 
Melodey Roberts, Ashcroft High 
School.
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KARI
P: 02 8782 0300   F: 02 8782 0353   E: reception@kari.org.au

Would your students benefit from Love Bites respectful relationship education?

Love Bites: 
Respectful Relationships Program
The ‘LOVE BiTES: Respectful 
Relationships’ Program’ was 
developed by the National 
Association for Prevention of Child 
Abuse and Neglect (NAPCAN) to 
help educate young people aged 
15 to 17 years old on healthy 
relationship development and 
violence prevention.

The program allows young people 
the opportunity to discuss their 
beliefs, knowledge and thoughts 
around healthy relationships in a 
supported, non-judgemental and 
safe environment. They are able to 
do this by participating in a range 
of discussions and activities that are 
based on respectful relationships and 
behaviours.

Our Community Programs and Lead 
with Culture teams have a number of 
staff trained to facilitate this program 
in high schools across the Sydney 
region and surrounds.

In the 2020/21 period, whilst 
navigating the complexities around 
schools and the ongoing covid 
pandemic, the team facilitated the 
program to 110 students in Year 12 
at James Busby High School over a 
period of 3 weeks.

LOVE BiTES consists of two 
interactive workshops: one on 
Relationship Violence, and one on 
Sex and Relationships, followed by 
creative workshops and collaborative 
development of community 
campaigns. Since commencing this 
program at schools, the response has 
been overwhelmingly positive.

Our team are finding that young 
people are engaged with the content 
and enjoy getting involved with the 
interactive workshops.

The overall aim of LOVE BiTES 
is to equip young people with 
the knowledge needed to have 
respectful relationships, encourage 
and develop their skills in critical 
thinking and assist them in 
being able to problem solve and 
communicate effectively.

When properly 
equipped in these 

areas, young people 
can make the 

right choices for 
themselves and 

their relationships 
that are free from 

violence and abuse.
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Business Enterprise  
& Employment
Our Aboriginal Business Enterprise program strives to 
encourage an entrepreneurial culture within Aboriginal 
communities.

KARI Foundation offers business support and advice 
to Aboriginal entrepreneurs, as well as Aboriginal 
community organisations. The challenges for Aboriginal 
businesses and organisations can face are many, so 
having the opportunity to collaborate with a reputable 
and established organisation such as the KARI 
Foundation can be of great benefit.

Our expert analysts offer expertise in the areas of 
business, financial and governance management. They 
are on hand to mentor, provide advice and practical 
support for businesses to grow and succeed.
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Business Enterprise Program
Our Business Support program 
continues to gain momentum with 
a number of Indigenous businesses 
and services reaching out to us 
during the year for assistance in 
the areas of business and financial 
advice, budget development, 
business planning or resource 
assistance.

Included among those seeking 
our assistance were RC Associates, 
Illawarra Men’s Group, First Nations 
Bushfood & Botanical Alliance 
Australia Ltd, Winanga-Li Aboriginal 
and Family Centre and Lloyd 
McDermott RL Development. Our 
support program includes onsite 
consultations, program reviews and 
ongoing support as required. 
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Lead with Culture
This financial year, coupled with the 
congoing complications of the covid 
pandemic, our program has become 
even more focused on helping our 
young people become work ready 
through a connection to culture.

KARI Foundations’ Lead with Culture 
(LWC) Program aims to empower 
Aboriginal youth between the ages 
of 15-24, who are disengaged 
from school, employment or their 
community, using a connection 
to their culture as a tool to gain 
confidence and strength from 
positive role models and mentors.

Through these interactions these 
young people are learning respect 
for themselves and for others. 

They are supported in all aspects of 
their life, from mental health support, 
goal setting both cultural and 
personal, work readiness, disability 
support, education support and one 
on one connection with someone 
they can trust.

The LWC program has helped 
support young people stay engaged 
in their education by delivering 
group cultural sessions and one on 
one mentor support. Mentors have 
also offered family support for those 
that have limited understanding due 
to intellectual disability.

Lead with Culture has also supported 
young people to join the work 
force. Mentors understand that not 
all youth are work ready and going 
straight into the workforce full time 
can be very daunting.

Mentors work with each individual 
one on one and in group based 
workshops providing activities such 
as goal setting, ready for work 
programs, resume writing and 
much more to help youth gain the 
confidence move into employment. 
This can be either causal, part 
time or full time depending on the 
individuals work readiness.

Participant Recruitment
This year LwC has provided support 
to 325 youth all at various levels. 
As well as ensuring we have an 
active recruitment strategy, we 
receive a number of referrals from 
NSW Department of Education, 
Aboriginal Student Liaison Officers, 
NSW Department of Justice, NSW 
Police, Community groups and 
members of the community, Parents 
of participants or participants 
themselves, Transition to work 
programs and V-Tec programs.

The young person undertakes an 
initial assessment to participate 
in the program. This includes an 
assessment of health, education, 
lifestyle and cultural connections. 
We then deliver training, mentoring 
and cultural programs and other 
workshops, such as: cultural fishing, 
cultural bush walks, cultural cooking, 
cultural weaving programs, goal 
setting, catch and cook fishing 
programs, art & artefact making, 
bush tucker talks and sacred site 
visits.

The team develop personalised 
cultural plans for each of its 
candidates. This document has been 
continually redeveloped over the 
past 2 years to ensure that the needs 
of our young people are being met 
as their needs evolve.

99%

Of youth report increased 
connection to culture
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Employment  
Due to an extensive list of corporate 
and community partnerships our 
youth have been supported in 
employment programs in various 
industries. Youth have engaged with 
group sessions at HSBC, Optus, and 
Racing NSW. These industry days 
give youth an insight to the various 
roles within differing employment 
opportunities. 

Due to the ongoing success of 
these programs we have a growing 
portfolio of industry partners offering 
to support the employment pathways 
of our young people in areas of 
community services, administration, 
hospitality, retail, construction & 
demolition, manufacturing, trades 
and commercial agriculture. 

The Hilton Effect 
Foundation Grant
The Hilton Effect Foundation 
recognises the impact that 
COVID-19 has had on communities 
worldwide. In response, the KARI 
Foundation focused its 2020 Hilton 
Effect grant on organisations that 
are driving inclusive recovery and 
community resilience, especially 
for locations and populations that 
have been most severely impacted 
by the virus. The grant prioritised 
addressing urgent human need such 
as food security, sanitation/hygiene, 
economic security, and clean air and 
water. Grants were also prioritised 
for organisations leading projects 
that support groups that have been 
disproportionately impacted by the 
pandemic, including Indigenous 
populations, People of Color 
(BIPOC), minority communities, 
youth, migrant laborers, and 
refugees.

The KARI Foundation partnered 
with Hilton to empower Aboriginal 
communities who have been hard 
hit by the pandemic to obtain 
employment and continue education 
opportunities for long-term success.

INVESTED

SOCIAL 
RETURN

$1

$8.80
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Employment Case Study
Partner AWM are reviewing their 
employment strategy and supports 
for young employees, targeting 
unhealthy work culture. They 
are looking to improve fatigue 
management, motivation and 
communication boundaries. 

New employees will be gradually 
introduced to full time work starting 
at 2-3 days a week and then 
gradually increasing days as times 
goes on. Employers will do weekly 
check-ins with young person to 
review any concerns or issues.

“My experience in working with Lyle and the  
KARI Foundation is nothing short of exceptional.  

Lyle is incredibly dedicated, focused and 
professional in his approach to ensure that 

positive working relationships are established 
and developed to deliver effective employee / 

employer relationships.

Stuart Upward - HR Advisor AWM

Education and 
Training
LwC clients are encouraged to 
participate in a variety of skills and 
development programs we offer with 
a number of partners from varying 
education and training sectors. 

KARI Foundation, in partnership 
with Westconnex, offer an L’s & P’s 
program to encourage young people 
to obtain their driver’s license. 

Macquarie University, Western 
Sydney, University of Technology 
Sydney, Living Planet Pty Ltd ensure 
we have pathways to various study 
options for the needs of each 
participant in our program. 

We also offer links to constriction 
and trade certificate courses such as 
white cards, forklifts, skid-steer tickets 
both residential and commercial.
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Advocacy and 
Support
The team has provided assistance, 
advocacy and mentoring support to 
participants to commence work and 
study, such as formal training courses, 
work experience, or employment. 

Mentors have referred young people 
to a variety of outside services 
such as, TAFE NSW, St George 
housing, Weave Youth Services, 
Aboriginal housing, Rent choice 
youth, NDIS service provider 
support coordination, Aboriginal 
legal service, University Aboriginal 
pathways, Psychologist & Mental 
Health Support, Drug and Rehab 
centres, Aboriginal Medical Services.

Mental Health Support
Self-harm and mental health is still a 
major issue with our young people. 
LwC have been using culture as tool 
to support conversation about these 
issues. Our clients have created 
bonds within our boys and girls 
group sessions, talking about it being 
ok to speak up.

As well as supported group sessions 
the team also provide weekly check 
in’s and coordinate mental health 
referrals to outside services where 
needed.

Unknown diagnosed disabilities 
are also an ongoing issue with our 
clients and their families as well as 
general health and wellbeing. Poor 
diet, hygiene, interrupted sleeping 
patterns and toxic relationships are 
also a major issue for our young 
people.  

Bullying and Social Media also 
hinders mental health and can trigger 
self-harm behaviours in our clients.

All Mentors and Manager are all 
trained in Mental Health First Aide 
and are also studying Certificate III in 
Aboriginal Mentoring which covers 
units in cultural safety. Head Space 
Ashfield has come on board to assist 
with mental health referrals where 
required. 

Combined weaving and yarning 
circles in the Headspace office has 
given youth that require mental 
health support an opportunity to 
reach out in a non-confronting way. 
Due to covid lockdowns, these 
sessions were moved online with 
youth receiving weaving packs in the 
mail.

Other Impacting Factors
Many of our clients have criminal charges due to family issues at home, 
engaging with the wrong crowd, and not thinking about the future 
consequences. 

Mentors have offered support in court and talking over issues that are 
triggering these behaviours. Mentors speak with clients about looking at the 
bigger picture and how a criminal record will affect them in the future.
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Cultural Camp in 
Narooma

Art Piece for Premier and 
Cabinet NYE Celebration

Participants in 
employment, Racing NSW 

industry pathways

Connecting participants 
back to culture

Connecting and learning 
on country

Supporting participants 
to gain L’s and P’s

Supporting youth with 
education/study

Housing, Mental Health 
First Aide

Drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation

Relationship Counselling

Tidda Talk Program 
(Partnership with UTS)

Highlights
achieved in the 
last 12 months

Testimonials
“In a world that is so big the ‘Lead 
with Culture program’ allowed me 
to feel connected during one of 
the most difficult times that I have 
experienced in my life; not only with 
covid 19 but a variety of personal 
reasons too. 

“The LwC program 
emphasises connection, 

belonging and being 
proud of identifying as 

Aboriginal”.

The mentors have gone above and 
beyond to make sure our lives are 
semi manageable when things seem 
dark and grim. They make us feel 
valued, important, and safe and are 
a stable relationship when things 
are rocky. It is weird when in your 
life it feels like no one cares but 
these guys genuinely do and they 
demonstrate it through actions. The 
LwC mentors act on what they say – 
it’s a first time for me being through 
many organisations. The mentors 
and participants do become a 
second family to you. 

This is strengthened and enabled 
when we go on cultural camps (last 
year we went to Yuin nation and 
were based at Narooma), cultural 
days and activities including my 
favourite the weaving circle at La Pa 
with other young people like me. 

I learnt what sisterhood is through 
the lead with culture program. 
When you feel removed from your 
culture and you hear the words ‘sis, 
bub or aunty’ it unlocks a warmth 
in my heart and an instant sense of 
safety, security and belonging. You 
feel a part of something, you feel 
welcomed but most importantly 
a sense of belonging has been 
created.”  

Lead with Culture - Mentee

“Since being introduced 
to the LwC Program 
I have become much 

more grounded in my 
identity and have a better 

understanding of my 
culture”. 

One of the most important values 
instilled within me under the 
tutelage of my mentor Lyle has been 
that consistent efforts in the face of 
adversity will always bring results. 

I have ultimately learnt a great deal 
of respect, integrity and empathy 
from these lessons. I have nothing 
but positive words and admiration 
towards my mentor and if it were not 
for him I would not be in the same 
position as I am today.” 

Lead with Culture- Mentee

Client Case Studies

A young mother with an intellectual 
disability joined a mums and bubs 
group with encouragement and 
support from her mentor. Before this 
group she had limited interaction 
with her baby and since joining is 
now engaging with her baby more 
and is even holding other babies 
in the group. Since engaging with 
LwC and having access to culture, 
some of our youth are choosing to 
work or study because they don’t 
want to go down the same pathway 
as their parents who are on welfare 
due to limited education and 
unemployment. 

These young people want more 
from life due to the support, culture 
and influence of their mentors. One 
client has been working hard to “not 
be like her parents” move out of 
home with support and referral from 
mentor. She is now working for South  
West Sydney local health district and 
is engaged in our driving  program.
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Leadership
KARI Leadership architecture is relevant, unique, 
and trusted, it is designed to deliver a social 
multiplier effect. We resource those who can 
make the biggest difference by delivering the 
latest in leadership learning content using 
sophisticated learning design to people who are 
already leaders in organisations and Aboriginal 
communities.

KARI Leadership aims to: 

• Decolonise leadership development

•  Deliver contemporary mainstream leadership 
frameworks, tools, experiences and ideas

• Invite Aboriginal only cohorts

• Enable psychologically safe spaces to learn

•  Create space for cultural critique of 
mainstream approaches and models

Ultimately, we seek to support Australian 
employers to learn to create safer spaces to 
successfully recruit and retain Aboriginal staff 
and to promote Aboriginal leaders, so that 
Australias’ major institutions plan with Aboriginal 
people for successful Aboriginal futures.
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KARI Leadership 
Program 2021
The 2020 KARI Leadership 
Program invited an inspiring 
group of Aboriginal Leaders 
who participated in a range 
of executive development 
experiences. The cohort of 
eight participants represented 
six industry sectors including: 
banking and finance, health, 
NGO, social entrepreneurship, 
hospitality management and state 
government services.   

Over the course of the program, 
participants discussed leadership 
topics, implemented new ideas and 
practices into their own workplaces, 
and received 360 feedback and 
coaching. 

“Supporting the KARI program has helped us in 
achieving our goals of investing in social justice 

and community engagement. Investing in the 
highest achievers has a social multiplier effect so 

we know our dollars are making  
the biggest difference.”

Quote from Alicia Maynard, General Manager,  
Sustainability and Technical Services, ISPT Super Property

“By sharing the very latest knowledge, tools and 
practices in leadership with Aboriginal leaders 

from all sectors, we’re supporting them on their 
path. And they’ll have the added guidance of a 

trusted cohort to walk beside them on the journey.”

Quote from Paul Ralph,  
KARI CO-Founder

The content that participants reported as most valuable:

•  Mentor sessions with KARI Co-Founder Paul Ralph
•  360 Feedback, Coaching and Constructive Leadership Styles
•  Understanding and leveraging strengths
•  Listening to the other participants share their stories
•  Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous business context and what 

this means for leadership today

Since graduating, participants 
report that they are stronger in 
their leadership and more able 
to articulate their positions and 
perspectives with greater confidence 
within senior executive contexts. One 
participant moved into an Acting 
Deputy Secretary role subsequent to 
graduation.
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Sport and 
Healthy Lifestyle
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Sport is a positive vehicle for community and 
cultural connectedness. As well as this, sport has 
been known to improve individual education, 
health, social and emotional wellbeing, and life 
skills.

Every program we deliver or partner with aims to 
connect the participant with not only a different 
sporting code, but also a direct opportunity to 
connect socially with other participants.



2021 All Stars
In 2021, for the third consecutive 
year, the KARI Foundation partnered 
with the National Rugby League 
(NRL) across the Indigenous All Stars 
campaign as a prime sponsor for the 
Women’s Indigenous All Stars team.  

Sponsorship of the womens 
campaign ensures that Indigenous 
women in rugby league are 
supported on the journey to the 
national stage, assuring that girls 
and young women are exposed to 
positive role models and can realise 
their aspirations of playing rugby 
league at a representative level. 

The All-Stars week is not simply 
about promoting our Indigenous and 
Maori players within the NRL, it is 
about promoting culture and cultural 
education for both communities on a 
national platform. 

Unfortunately, in the womens game 
against the Maori Ferns, the All Stars 
fell short 24-0. While the mens game 
vs. the Maori All Stars resulted in a 
tie at 10-10, with no golden point 
played in the All-Stars campaign. 

Despite there being no winners for 
the mens game and an unfortunate 
result for our women, an important 
message was conveyed from the 
NRL, ‘Culture Wins’. We look forward 
to being part of bringing culture back 
to the national stage in 2022. 

In addition, the KARI Foundation 
were given individually signed jerseys 
of both the mens and womens 
Indigenous All Stars, to be sold on an 
online auction. The proceeds of  the 
auction were injected directly into 
the Foundations’ sport and healthy 
lifestyle community programming.  
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Festivals of 
Communities
This year, KARI Foundation and the 
New South Wales Rugby League 
(NSWRL) collaborated on a new 
festival aimed at positively promoting 
culture and rugby league. Almost 400 
students from the South Coast areas 
of Batemans Bay, Bermagui, Bodalla, 
Central Tilba, Moruya and Narooma 
were involved in the inaugural festival 
that was spread across 2 days.

KARI Foundation staff from the 
Cultural Unit, Community Programs 
and Lead with Culture Teams, were 
able to bring cultural resources to the 
South Coast to educate participants 
and attendees about Aboriginal 
culture with interactive activities 
including:

• Rain stick making
• Boomerang Painting
• Artefact Talks
• Boomerang Throwing
• Spear Throwing

NSW Ambassador Nathan Blacklock 
and NSW Womens Origin captain 
Kezie Apps were on hand to 
represent the NSWRL, along with 
members of the rugby league 
community, including coaches, 
volunteers, Junior league clubs and 
stakeholders, who were all presented 
with an opportunity to be immersed 
in cultural connection activities 
between rugby league games and 
skills clinics for all ages.

The event was an overall success and 
provided a template for how we can 
look to replicate this event in other 
regions in the future.
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2020 State of Origin
KARI Foundation partnered with New 
South Wales Rugby League (NSWRL) 
as their community partner, and took 
pride in our placement on their jersey 
for the 2020 State of Origin Series. 
It was an honour to represent our 
culture and community, as well as our 
state in this partnership, for a third 
consecutive year.

The 2020 State of Origin series 
celebrated the 39th annual 
best-of-three series, between New 
South Wales and Queensland 
rugby league teams. Typically, the 
3 games are played through the 
months of June & July, however 
due to COVID-19, the schedule was 
moved to 3 games in November, 
where the competition could truly be 
appreciated. Unfortunately, it was not 
New South Wales year, as they fell 
short to Queensland Rugby League  
2 games to 1.

Our partnership with New South 
Wales Rugby League enables 
us to provide sport and healthy 
lifestyle programs, like the Festival 
of Communities, to both local and 
remote communities
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Sydney Roosters 
Partnership 
Our partnership with the Roosters 
continues to grow from strength to 
strength each year. Once again the 
KARI Foundation featured on the 
Sydney Roosters Men’s Indigenous 
round jersey and match day partner 
for this clash against the Gold Coast 
Titans. 

The artwork for the jersey was 
designed by Wiradjuri artist Kylie 
Cassidy. Unfortunately, due to COVID 
restrictions planned community 
activations were not able to go 
ahead but we are looking forward 
to the coming year to deliver more 
programs together.

Tarsha Gale
The Sydney Roosters Indigenous 
Academy (Women's U19s) became 
the Club's first-ever Tarsha Gale 
Grand Finalists, taking down a 
number of heavyweight competitors 
throughout an entertaining finals 
series after finishing the regular 
season in third place.

Unfortunately the Tricolours were 
beaten in the Grand Final by a very 
big and skillful team. The team 
scored early but it was not to be. 
Head Coach Blake Cavallaro said 
“I’m very happy with our season, 
especially the last six weeks where 
we only let in five tries before 
today. I’ve been very impressed 
with how relentless the players have 
been, as well as their attitude and 
commitment towards training.”

Three members of the side also 
represented NSW in the Women’s 
U19’s State of Origin match against 
their rivals from Queensland.

NRLW
Season three and the third year of 
the KARI Foundation and Sydney 
Rooster National Rugby League 
Women’s Premiership (NRLW) was 
the club’s most successful in the 
competition’s short history.

The team kicked-off it’s campaign 
amidst some very hot conditions, 
brought about by scheduling 
changes due to the pandemic; 
there were many fine individual 
performances and standout players 
for the Sydney Roosters throughout 
the competition.  Hannah Southwell 
was named Roosters Player of the 
Year and additionally awarded the 
NRLW Tackle of the Year for what 
could have been any number of 
tackles, so perfect and devastating is 
her technique. 

Newcomer Kennedy Cherrington 
was awarded the NRLW Rookie 
of the Year for her many strong 
performances across each game.

During the year, players contributed 
in their own way to the Team’s 
performance across the competition, 
with the team rallying together to 
make the Grand Final match once 
again making the Grand Final. It was 
a brave effort from the whole team 
but Brisbane where the better team 
on the day.  This effort reflected in 
the selection of 14 players in the 
2020 Women’s State of Origin, and 
the selection of Filomena Hanisi, 
Quincy Dodd, Hannah Southwell, 
Zahara Temara, and Kennedy 
Cherrington to the 2020 Jillaroos 
Merit Team. 

Charlotte Caslick

Kennedy Cherrington

Quincy Dodd

Vanessa Foliaki

Grace Hamilton

Filomina Hanisi

Melanie Howard

Jocelyn Kelleher

Bobbi Law

Amelia Mafi

Nita Maynard

Corban McGregor

Yasmin Meakes

Brydie Parker

Shanice Parker

Kaitlyn Phillips

Taleena Simon

Hannah Southwell

Simaima Taufa

Zahara Temara

Sarah Togatuki

Botille Vette-Welsh

NRLW Team
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Wests Tigers 
Partnership 
KARI Foundation continued our 
partnership with the Wests Tigers, 
with our co-founded identified 
coaching positon taken on by 
Ron Griffiths (pictured), producing 
amazing outcomes and opportunities 
for Indigenous players.

Since the beginning of this 
partnership eight Indigenous players 
have joined the club; James Roberts 
and Daine Laurie were added to 
the top 30 squad, train-and-trial 
players Tyronne Roberts-Davis, Allan 
Fitzgibbon and Kiah Cooper, as well 
as Jersey Flegg trio Matt Smith, 
Floyd Tighe and Brandon Tumeth.

This shows that the hard work to 
create a pathway for promising 
talent to fast-track their development 
into the Tigers system has been 
successful.

“I believe, people will see the 
benefits of what we’re doing now, 
generational change, in 10 or 20 
years’ time. This will change the 
landscape of rugby league and the 
way things are done in the Aboriginal 
community.” Griffiths said.

Next year the Wests Tigers and KARI 
Foundation have bigger and better 
plans to deliver programs to more 
communities, schools and regional 
areas together.

KARI Ella 7’s 2021
The 2021 KARI Foundation Ella 
7’s was held at the Central Coast 
Regional Sporting & Recreation 
Complex, Tuggerah. The event 
was a massive success having been 
conducted coming out of COVID-19 
lockdown. The Lloyd McDermott 
Rugby Development Team 
(LMRDT) Inc followed strict covid 
arrangements which allowed a record 
number of teams the opportunity 
to attend (28 male and 11 female 
teams) as well as a crowd of over 
2500 spectators. 

Central Coast Council presented 
LMRDT Inc with 4 full sized fields 
in excellent condition fitting for the 
event.  The champions of the Ella 7’s 
mens cup were the Skindogs, who 
beat LaPerouse 17-12, while in the 
womens cup the Highlanders just 
edged out Keeping Connections with 
a 22-19 win.

To show our support, KARI CEO 
Casey Ralph attended the festival 
and presented the players of each 
tournament with their medals. 

This ongoing sponsorship afforded 
to the Lloyd McDermott Rugby 
Development Team ensures we are 
committed to promoting healthy 
lifestyles through various sports and 
encouraging positive participation in 
our communities. 

A big thanks to the NSW Department 
of Aboriginal Affairs, NSW 
Department of Sport & Recreation 
and Darkijung LALC for their 
continued support across this the 
event.

Wests Tigers Indigenous Round 50-50 

This year the Tigers named the KARI Foundation as their game day charity 
partner for the NRL Indigenous round, this opportunity allowed KARI CEO 
Casey Ralph to address the clubs corporate partners to provide an increased 
understanding of the KARI Foundation and the work we are conducting in 
our communities.

During the night staff and volunteers also conducted a 50-50 raffle at the 
game with all proceeds going towards future joint programing with the 
Wests Tigers.
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Indigenous Drivers Series 
The “J C Caffyn Plate” KARI 
Indigenous Drivers series continues 
to grow in support and talent of 
Indigenous drivers in Harness Racing.

Unfortunately, due to COVID the 
regional heats were not able to run, 
the drivers selected by participation 
and achievement during the year. 

The day encompassed the 
outstanding Indigenous talent 
harness racing has produced, it 
showcased the history of harness 
racing through the legendary 
reinsman JC (Jim) Caffyn and covered 
all aspects of our community. 

The day, not only has the best 
Indigenous drivers on display, but 
Indigenous culture is also a standout 
feature.  A smoking ceremony and a 
Welcome to Country start the event 
and this is followed by traditional 
Indigenous dancers to set the theme 
for the day for all attendees with the 
finale being the national anthem 
performed in both English and 
Dharawal by Indigenous performers. 
It is a great opportunity for the 
community of Campbelltown to see 
Indigenous culture highlighted in 
their own back yard. 

This has been the fifth year that the 
KARI Foundation has been the sole 
sponsor for the Indigenous Drivers 
Series, and it is so pleasing to see 
this annual event grow in statue and 
participation each year. Another 
pleasing aspect of the series has 
been more participation from our 
very talented Indigenous female 
drivers.

Driver Jess Prior capped off a second 
first place win, becoming the 2020 
champion.

Parents and Bubs Swimming Program & Learn to Swim Program 
The KARI Parents & Bubs Swimming 
Program, funded by the New South 
Wales Government Water Safety 
Fund, is designed to offer free 
swimming lessons to Aboriginal 
children from 4 months to 3 years of 
age. This program continues to aim 
to increase water safety, confidence 
and to teach water wise skills, setting 
the foundations for early stages of 
safe swimming skills for both parents 
and their children.

The KARI Learn to Swim Program 
is designed to offer free swimming 
lessons to Aboriginal children from 4 
to 16 years old. This program aims to 
increase water safety, confidence and 
to teach water wise skills. 

Children who participated in this 
program had the opportunity to 
learn, enhance and build on their 
current swimming capabilities. 

Participants attended weekly 
swimming lessons under the 
instruction of a professional 
swimming teacher at Holsworthy 
Aquatic Centre. The program 
consisted of 10 swimming lessons 
over 10 weeks with one 30-minute 
lesson per week. 

The program also included a safety 
week lesson that included multiple 
hand on learning stations with 
the aim to develop safety survival 
skills. These stations included basic 
survival swim stroke, being able to 
tread water for long periods of time 
and throwing a rope to help rescue 
a struggling swimmer. This was a 
great addition to the program and 
highlighted an area of pool safety 
many of our parents were grateful to 
be exposed to. 
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Creative &  
Performing Arts
Creative and Performing Arts are an essential 
and vibrant part of our service offerings.

Our focus on Creative Arts is to develop 
participants as creative, imaginative individuals, 
with an appreciation of the arts.

Our investment in the Performing Arts 
allows those participating the ability to 
develop creative passions, learn language 
and communication skills to help them to 
communicate effectively with others with 
confidence.

Every program we deliver aims to connect 
the participant with not only a different 
medium of creative expression, but also a 
direct opportunity to learn about elements of 
Aboriginal culture.
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KARI Singers 
The KARI Singers were greatly affected by the 
ongoing covid pandemic, but in between periods 
of restriction were still able to deliver some quality 
performances to a number of our community and 
corporate partners and participate in some unique 
filming projects.

8th October 2020 Filming Treaty Video 
Maroubra

6th November 2020 Torrens University 
Graduation 
Live Streamed

10th November 2020 Optus NAIDOC 
Performance

14th November 2020 Treaty Video 
Released

27th November 2020 KARI Corporate 
Thank You Dinner

13th January 2021 Australia Day Media 
Launch 
Sydney Opera House

26th January 2021 Wugulora Morning 
Ceremony -  
Barangaroo Australia 
Day Live   
Sydney Opera House

20th March 2021 Rotary - SMC 
Conference Centre

29th March 2021 West Connex Filming  
‘Canal to Creek’

12th May 2021 Campbells Store 
Opening

24th May 2021 ICC Performance

27th May 2021 Transport NSW 
Conference 
Seymour Centre

16th June 2021 Gallen vs Huni Fight 
National Anthem

18th June 2021 NSW Training Awards 
Sydney Zoo
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Australia Day 2021 Encourages Unity And 
Community Spirit - At Home
Home-grown Aussie stars and a 
tribute to frontline workers were the 
highlights of a covid-safe Australia 
Day 2021, presented by the NSW 
Government and The Australia Day 
Council of NSW, and hosted by 
John Foreman alongside Jeremy 
Fernandez and Casey Donovan.

 “The 2021 program showcases 
Aboriginal culture – proudly the 
oldest living culture in the world 
– celebrates our newest citizens, 
provides a chance to thank our 
frontline workers for their ongoing 
and tireless efforts, highlights 
inspirational Australian talent and 
asks the community to continue to 
support their local regions.” Minister 
Stuart Ayres said.

The 2021 Australia Day Live concert 
at the Sydney Opera House and 
Circular Quay featured a tribute to 
the many individuals who contribute 
to the community in different ways. 

This included a projection on the 
Opera House sails as a thank you to 
all frontline workers for their tireless 
efforts during the pandemic and last 
summer’s bushfires.

Aussie music icons Delta Goodrem, 
Casey Donovan, Dami Im, Mitch 
Tambo, Todd McKenney, tenor 
Lorenzo Rositano, along with 
world-renowned Didgeridoo player 
William Barton entertained the nation 
with their epic performances. 

Rounding out the talent were our 
very own KARI Singers with the 
Koomurri Aboriginal Dance troupe 
and VOX Sydney Philharmonic 
Choirs. 

It is tradition each year for the 
Yothu Yindi Classic Djapana (Sunset 
Dreaming) to be performed at Sunset 
during the Australia Day Live concert 
on the Opera House forecourt. 
This year, the Singers featured with 
this song along with the Koomurri 
Dancers. They also closed the show 
with the National Anthem in Eora 
Sydney Language.

The KARI Singers also contributed 
to a number of key performances 
across the Australia Day period 
including;

•  Participating in the official launch 
of the official Australia Day 
Celebrations by performing the 
National Anthem in Eora Sydney 
language at the Opera House on 
the 13th January.

•  On Australia Day, The Singers 
performed the National Anthem at 
the WugulOra Morning Ceremony 
at Barangaroo.
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Westconnex M8 
Opening 
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, 
WestConnex were unable to have a 
live opening of the WestConnex M8. 
As a result, they created an online 
virtual tour of the new motorway. 
To pay respects to the traditional 
custodians of the land, WestConnex 
invited the KARI Singers to perform 
and record an Acknowledgement 
to Country, as well as Yothu Yindi’s 
‘Djapana’.

The KARI Singers were honoured 
to be invited to perform exclusively 
on site with footage used to create 
a permanent Acknowledgement to 
Country video link on the official 
Westconnex M8 website.

29th Annual  
Mil-Pra AECG 
Exhibition 
This exhibition celebrates the 
significance of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander culture across South 
West Sydney and the surrounding 
regions.

This year’s exhibition featured an 
exciting variety of artworks, with 
different media used, including 
paintings, ceramics and sculptural 
pieces by artists of all ages living in 
both New South Wales and the ACT. 

The theme for 2020’s exhibition 
was ‘Always was, Always will be’. 
The KARI Foundation was proud to 
sponsor a number of categories and 
congratulate the winners.

KARI Award  
(open to adult artists)

1st prize   Michael Fardon, 
Spirits of the 
Dreaming 

2nd prize  Kerrie Kenton, 
Daramu Bugi 
Goomeda (Tree 
Bark Spirit)

Student Awards

K-6   Charlize Van Deinsen, 
Caught Between Two 
Worlds 

7-12   Melodey Roberts, 
The Deadly Seas and 
Land 

Other awards included:

•  The Maria Lock Award
•  The Liverpool City Council’s Mayor’s Choice Award
•  The Bruce and Carol Kendall OAM Memorial Award
•  The Kate Nicholas Liverpool Women’s Services Award
•  The Family and Early Childhood Art Award

The KARI Foundation are proud to sponsor the Mil-Pra Exhibition as it allows 
the Aboriginal  Community to express culture through art and provides a 
creative way to share culture with the local community.

This year the exhibition 
launch was held online, 

including announcement 
of the winners, via a 

special presentation on  
21 November 2020. 
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Vocal Identification Program (VIP) 2021
Unfortunately, just after our first 
series of face to face workshops, 
the program was involuntarily taken 
online due to covid implications 
caused by the June/July 2021 
Sydney lockdown. Workshops were 
then presented online via zoom as a 
touch point for participants as they 
worked towards a potential online 
performance later in the year.

VIP is run in partnership with Public 
Schools New South Wales and 
provides an opportunity for high 
school aged students with an interest 
and talent in vocal performance to 
connect with other aspiring artists 
and mentors. 

The program is facilitated through a 
series of workshops which provide 
guidance and support to students 
with the overall aim to increase their 
confidence and ability to perform 
publicly. 

The workshops focus on subjects 
such as improving vocal technique, 
learning and practicing how to 
use sound equipment, building 
self- esteem and demonstrating 
leadership qualities in a group 
environment. 

This program supports pathways for 
youth who participate to perform in 
a safe and supported environment, 
with the opportunity to perform and 
showcase their talent to their family 
and friends as a final end to the 
program. 

The KARI team have continued to 
do a fantastic job at navigating the 
complexities presented by covid and 
have forged along, ensuring that 
our young people are continually 
supported through our programs. 

Bomaderry HS

Bonnyrigg HS

Cambridge Park HS

Camden HS

Campbelltown  
Performing Arts HS

Engadine HS

Fairvale HS

Good Samaritan Catholic 
College

Inner Sydney HS

John Therry Catholic HS

Matraville Sports HS

Mitchell HS

Nepean Creative and  
Performing Arts HS

Newtown School of  
Performing Arts

After a successful and exciting audition process where we welcomed 40 students (a program high)  
24 performers from the following schools were accepted into our 2021 VIP program;

Are you an Aboriginal High School 
student who likes to sing and 

share your talent with others?

Would you like to 
develop your skills 

as a performer?

for the vocal
program

audition
identification

At Glenfield Education Office - Roy Watts Road Glenfield, opposite 
Hurlstone Agricultural High School.

PLEASE CONTACT JANENE MCPHERSON TO REGISTER OR 
FOR MORE INFORMATION  
janene.m.mcpherson@det.nsw.edu.au  p: (02) 9203 9950
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Community
KARI Foundation strive to deliver programs 
that promote resilience and enhance cultural 
connection. The suite of programs we offer 
children, young people and families aim 
to provide positive outcomes for the wider 
community.
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PIF House Parkview 
Official Opening 
On November 20, 2020 the Property 
Industry Foundation (PIF) hosted 
the official opening of PIF House 
Parkview! This opening had been 
three years in the making. The home 
will be run by the KARI Foundation 
to house youth involved in our KARI 
Limited Leaving Care Program. With 
a capability to house 5 young people 
and a carer, the home promises to 
be a place where they can receive 
the support and guidance they need 
to actively chase their ambitions and 
dreams, whilst living and contributing 
to supported living arrangements. 

The home was funded with a major 
donation from Parkview and was Built 
pro bono by Rawson Homes, as well 
as the contributions from the many 
suppliers and subcontractors that 
came together to make this project 
possible.

Covid safe house tours were held 
through the day with speakers from 
The Property Industry Foundation 
and KARI Foundation walking 
through what was accomplished and 
how it will help those in need. 

Thank-You again to PIF, Parkview and 
Rawson Homes. 
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“We are very pleased to be able to provide monthly hampers to Elders in our community. 
We have provided hampers to alleviate financial stress around Christmas time 

for a number of years, but to be able to provide these hampers monthly is a great 
achievement for the Foundation.” 

Cain Slater, Head of Partnerships, Marketing & Fundraising

The KARI Foundation Elders hamper 
initiative is a partnership program 
with MorCo Fresh and SecondBite. 
This program provides our local 
Elders with a range of shopping 
essentials, fresh fruit and vegetables 
on a monthly basis. 

This also provides an opportunity to 
check-in, have a yarn and continue 
connecting and building relationships 
between KARI Staff and our local 
Elders. Our Elders are an integral 
part of our community and our staff 
are passionate about ensuring they 
are supported through this program.

Receiving feedback from Elders 
regarding what they would like to see 
in the hampers is a great opportunity 
for our staff to tailor each months 
hamper to ensure we are providing 
products that are useful and relevant 
to their needs.  All hampers are 
packed and delivered by the KARI 
Community Programs team.  

Staff thoroughly enjoy visiting our 
Elders monthly and have created 
great connections with each of 
them, we look forward to seeing 
these connections flourish in future 
programming. 

Monthly Elders Hamper Support 
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The KARI Foundation delivered over 2000 hampers 
during the 2020/2021 financial year. 

Resources included (but were not limited to):

Fresh Fruit & 
Vegetables

Tea, Coffee, 
Sugar, Milk

Canned Goods 
Spaghetti, Baked Beans, 

Soups, Veggies, Fruit, 
Tuna etc.

Eggs

Cleaning Products

Toothpaste, Soaps

Drinks, Fruit JuicesBiscuits, Crackers

Soups, Noodles,  
Stock, Recipe Bases, 

Packet Pasta
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Community 
Programs Vacation 
Care packs 2.0
Unfortunately, due to covid it was in 
the continued best interest of our 
community to put Vacation Care 
on hold for the July 2020 school 
holidays. After the previous success 
of our April School holiday activity 
packs, the Community Programs 
team created another Cultural 
Booklet and Activity Pack for children 
aged 5-12.

As the date for NAIDOC week 
2020 was officially rescheduled to 
November (8-15), the team wanted 
to acknowledge the original July 
date by having NAIDOC Week as 
the theme for this pack. The 80-page 
booklet contained Dreamtime stories 
as well as arts and crafts activities for 
the children to complete.

The activities included:

•  NAIDOC Week Find-a-words and 
colouring in

•  The Rainbow Serpent (Dreamtime 
Story)

•  How the Kangaroos got their tails 
(Dreamtime Story)

•  Create your own Rainbow Serpent 
Activity

•  Create your own Kangaroo Cup 
Activity

• Spot the difference
• Paint and Brush kit
• Join the Dots
• Puzzles
• Aboriginal Flag Mosaic

• NAIDOC Week Nature Canvas
• Cardboard Hand Painting
• Rainbow Sand Bottle Activity
• Outdoor Games
• Recipes
• Stickers

We received another overwhelming 
response with 250 packs delivered to 
homes and aim to continue providing 
our community with resources like 
this well into the future. 
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KARI Foundation and WestConnex Partnership:  
WestConnex Indigenous Driver Program 
This year the KARI Foundations 
partnership with WestConnex 
continued to go from strength 
to strength. Our partnership with 
WestConnex includes our driving 
programs, which continue to see 
high volumes of participant intake.

In our latest re-iteration of the 
program, the KARI Foundation 
partnered with TAFE NSW to assist 
Aboriginal young people in obtaining 
their learners’ permit. 

This online fee free program 
included:

• Practice tests online
•  All resources and information 

provided via post to support 
remote learning 

•  Support while participants  
learn at home

•  TAFE NSW booked the learners 
test at participants local Roads 
Maritime Service (RMS)

•  Fee exemptions on testing  
for up to 12 weeks

This program provided a pathway 
to the WestConnex Indigenous 
Drivers Program. Once the students 
completed this program and 
obtained their Learner’s Permit, 
students were able to access 10 free 
driving lessons and were assigned a 
KARI mentor, who ensured students 
attend their lessons and stayed on 
the right track to obtaining their 
Provisional 1 (P1) Licence.

To date, the KARI Foundation have 
provided 340 driving lessons to 
young people. This program has 
received an incredible response 
and its popularity continues to grow 
amongst the community. It is evident 
that this program is one that many 
Indigenous youth wish to access, 
as having their licence provides 
opportunities for employment and 
further education.

Thanks to WestConnex we are able 
to provide both of these programs to 
the Indigenous community, ensuring 
that the KARI Foundation are 
supporting our youth every step of 
the way on their journey to achieving 
their independence.

KARI Foundation 
POBOX 25 Sydney Markets 2129  | p: 02 8782 0300 f: 02 8782 0353  | www.kari.org.au

KARI Westconnex KARI Westconnex 
Indigenous Driver ProgramIndigenous Driver Program

L P
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2020 Christmas Hampers
The KARI Foundation annual  
Elders Christmas Drive continues to 
help support local Elders financially 
by providing them with food 
hampers to be enjoyed during the 
Christmas period. 

This initiative is well received by our 
Elders and welcomed each year.  
It provides financial aid and allows 
them to focus on other purchases 
during this time of the year which can 
be difficult in all communities.  

The Hampers are hand packed and 
delivered by the KARI Community 
Programs team. Delivering the 
hampers is a great opportunity to 
spend some time with each of our 
hamper recipients leading up to the 
festive season.

The hamper includes canned 
goods, dried foods, pasta sauces, 
marinades, biscuits, tea and coffee as 
well as some festive snacks. 

The KARI Community Programs Team 
are passionate about supporting 
Elders in local communities as 
they are an integral part of our 
community. 
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This year the team hand 
packed and delivered 

150 
 hampers across the 
Sydney Metropolitan 

region, additional 
hampers were distributed 
throughout Regional NSW.
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KARI Clinic
The KARI Clinic is a multi-disciplinary team of 
healthcare professionals, who work together to 
provide high-quality and coordinated care to 
clients of KARI Limited and KARI Foundation 
and the wider Aboriginal Community. The KARI 
Clinic aims to improve the health and wellbeing 
outcomes for Aboriginal children, young 
people and adults engaged in KARI Programs.
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KARI Clinic
KARI’s clinical service continues 
to be busy and thriving with the 
focus of improving the health 
and wellbeing outcomes of the 
children, young people and parents 
who KARI support across key 
Placement Support Program (PSP), 
early intervention and community 
initiatives.  Our onsite clinic offers 
services in Psychology, Occupational 
Therapy and Speech Pathology, 
with a range of partnered and 
visiting medical and allied health 
practitioners also providing services 
to our clients. 

As with many of KARI’s services, the 
beginning of this financial year saw 
us focusing on our COVID19 recovery 
strategy as restrictions eased and 
staff returned to the office.  We were 
thrilled to gradually welcome clients 
back into the onsite clinics.

As a service, along with providing 
evidence based and culturally 
responsive assessment and 
therapeutic services to our clients 
we are additionally committed to 
supporting the broader PSP staff with 
training in key areas of client risk and 
concern along with offering group 
supervision to compliment staff 
training and work practices.  

In January KARI’s psychologists were 
able to access a brilliant opportunity 
of being the first group of clinicians 
working solely with Aboriginal clients 
to be trained in Trauma Focused 
CBT (TF-CBT).  This is an evidence 
based treatment model specifically 
developed to support children and 
young people to overcome impacts 
of complex trauma experiences.  Our 
clinicians found this training to be 
highly valuable for use in supporting 
KARI’s children, young people 
and their caregivers and has had 
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Westpac Safer Children,  
Safer Communities Grant
The KARI Foundation received seed 
funding through the Westpac Safer 
Children, Safer Communities grants 
program. The KARI Foundation is 
one of nine (9) organisations that 
received this funding and who are 
helping children, young people and 
their families stay safe and protected 
across Australia. 

The funded project is a collaboration 
between the KARI Clinic and South 
Western Sydney Local Health District 
(SWSLHD) for a trauma-informed 
therapeutic intervention program for 
Aboriginal children, their family and/
or carers at KARI’s specialist clinics. 

Unfortunately, program delivery has 
been affected by COVID but will 
continue to be delivered during the 
next financial year.

translational application already.   

Additionally, with an increased 
demand for families engaged in the 
Restoration Program to undergo 
carer capacity assessments, our 
senior clinicians were upskilled in  
the provision of these assessments 
with view to create an internal 
pathway within KARI for clients 
required to complete these as 
directed by the courts.

As COVID19 restrictions impacted 
our ability to see clients face to 
face we made the decision to 
delay our cornerstone Transition 
to School (T2S) program until later 
in the year when we could safely 
welcome clients back into the clinic.  
Our T2S program continues to be 
reviewed and developed along with 
contemporary evidence bases to 
ensure we are equipping our children 
with the best opportunities and skills 
before starting school.  Our program 
is run by multidisciplinary clinicians 
and focuses on enhancing children’s 
oral language, pre-literacy, fine 
motor and social-emotional skills, all 
important to have a successful start 
to their schooling years.  

This year we saw 20 children due 
to commence kindergarten in 2021 
complete our program with brilliant 
results.  Unfortunately, we could not 
come together in a large graduation 
ceremony as we usually do to 
celebrate their achievement upon 
completion, however children were 
gifted with a pack that included a 
certificate, books, and craft activities 

Bulbuwul Gumada

1 - 2  July 10am - 3pm,
Followed by 6 weekly sessions on 
Wednesday afternoons from  
14 July -  18 Aug from 4 - 5:30pm

 Liverpool Community Centre 
14B Mill Rd, Liverpool
Facilitated by Danielle Mate, KARIs Cultural 
Unit and Clinic, this program aims to grow 
Young People’s cultural connections, 
health and wellbeing through art/artistic 
expression. 

Participants will learn Aboriginal art 
techniques and use these to produce their 
own artworks.

For children in OOHC aged 11-14 years.

KARI Liverpool 
Level 3, 131 George Street, Liverpool NSW 2170   
P: 02 8782 0300

For more information or to register please contact Carissa Barrington on 8782 0300 
or via email carissa.barrington@kari.org.au

Darug for “Strong Spirit”

2 DAY SCHOOL 
HOLIDAY PROGRAM 
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Marketing & Fundraising
The Marketing & Fundraising Team is responsible for the 
coordination of the digital content, media, branding and promotion 
of fundraising initiatives for KARI.

They provide marketing support by promoting quality programming 
and service delivery across both organisations to the community.

The team work to;

•  Create greater brand alignment and organisation across both 
companies

•  Maximise efficiency with regards to brand promotion and content

•  Increase brand visibility online where people are active

•  Humanise our brand through interaction and engagement

•  Monitor discussions about KARI and develop insights to 
understand our stakeholders/community expectations and needs



The Launch of the  
KARI Foundation 
Shop 
This year we launched the KARI Shop 
and released a mixed apparel range, 
consisting of men’s, women’s and 
kids cultural clothing with artwork 
created by both Brian DeVries & 
Jenny McEwen. 

Each artwork had its own meaning 
– giving these items a deeper 
connection to Aboriginal culture. To 
support our release, we ran a social 
media campaign involving teasers 
revealing snippets of each item and 
its design.

Christmas Appeal 
Raffle 2020 
Christmas can be a particularly 
difficult and hard time for individuals 
and families. This year the KARI 
Foundation held a Christmas Appeal 
Raffle to alleviate the difficult times 
faced by those in our community.

Funds raised in this year’s raffle went 
towards supporting our Christmas 
Appeal to ensure that we remained 
a constant source of support and 
connection for our Elders, families 
and community overall through 
initiatives like the Elders Hamper 
deliveries. 

Each prize was drawn and 
delivered to the winners just before 
Christmas. Thank you to all those 
who participated in raising funds 
to support our annual Christmas 
Appeal.

There were over 
$20,000 worth of 

prizes to be won 
including:

Apple  
Technology Pack

Personalised 
Artwork  

by Aboriginal artist 
Brian DeVries

2 Adults and 2 Kids 
Bikes

$1000  
Accor Hotels Gift Card

Pamper Spa Package  
Voucher for 2  

at the Darling Spa

 Xbox X Series  
(2020 Release)

PlayStation 5  
(2020 Release)

$5000 
Gift Card

$2000  
Gift Card

Coffee 
Machine 

and Kitchen 
Pack

Barbecue 
and 
Accessories 
Pack
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Corporate Thank 
You Event
In a year of uncertainty, the KARI 
Foundation were able to celebrate 
the ongoing partnerships with our 
corporate partners, at our annual 
Corporate Thank You Event.

Taking place at the beautiful Doltone 
House on Jones Bay Wharf, together 
with our corporate partners, we were 
able to come together to enjoy a 
night of celebrations for the years 
accomplishments. At our event, 
we acknowledge our corporates 
who have gone above and beyond 
in their work to improve the lives 
of the Aboriginal community and 
together, deliver meaningful ways to 
strengthen culture and connection.
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Commitment to  
Indigenous 

Advancement

Commitment to 
Positive Community 

Change

Commitment to  
Indigenous  
Excellence

Champion  
of  

Change

Seven Mile  
Coffee Roasters

Suttons  
Motors Group

Westconnex Transurban Helen Maisano (OPTUS)

Our congratulations to the award recipients for 2020

Partner of  
the Year

Parkview, Property 
Industry Foundation (PIF) 
& Rawson Homes
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Corporate Golf Day 2020
The KARI Foundation Annual 
Corporate Golf Day event grows 
as we continue to work towards 
Aboriginal excellence with our 
closest partners. This day provides 
an opportunity to network with our 
current and potential partners and 
for corporates in attendance to 
gain knowledge and understanding 
behind key operations at the KARI 
Foundation.  

Golfers were treated to a 4 ball 
Ambrose style of play, with a total 
of 20 teams participating to be 
champions of the day. The winners of 
the team category were the Sydney 
Roosters, who had only just edged 
out the Wests Tigers.

We are so thankful to our corporate partners 
for coming together to celebrate the ongoing 

achievements of the KARI Foundation and how 
together we can continue to strive towards 

creating meaningful points of connection to share 
Aboriginal culture and achievement.
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Dreamtime Awards
The Dreamtime awards for 2020 were 
held on Friday 11 December at The 
Star Event Centre. The Dreamtime 
Awards are an opportunity for 
First Nations people from across 
our country to come together 
and recognise our excellence in 
categories of Sport, Arts, Education, 
Health and Community. We are 
proud to sponsor the Community 
Person of the year award as we 
believe it is important to recognise 
inspiring individuals who are 
passionate about giving back to the 
community. 

We would like to extend our 
congratulations to this year’s recipient 
of the KARI Foundation Community 
Person of the Year award recipient, 
Doug Mooney.
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KARI Foundation Ltd 
Level 2, 12 Dawn Fraser Avenue,  

Olympic Park NSW 2127

P: 02 8782 0300   F: 02 8782 0353   
E: reception@kari.org.au


